Does a decrease in subplasmalemmal Ca2+ explain how store-operated Ca2+ channels are opened?
The phenomenon of store-activated Ca2+ inflow (capacitative Ca2+ entry) in which the depletion of Ca2+ in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) increases the probability of opening of store-operated Ca2+ channels (SOCs) located in the plasma membrane is ubiquitous in 'non-excitable' animal cells and is also found in some 'excitable' cells. At present, neither the structures of SOCs nor the mechanism(s) by which a decrease in Ca2+ in the lumen of the ER activates SOCs are well understood. This paper discusses the hypothesis that a decrease in the concentration of Ca2+ in restricted regions of the subplasmalemmal space (bounded by the plasma membrane and peripheral regions of the ER) is responsible for the activation of SOCs. The hypothesis rests on observations made by others that Ca2+ is a strong feed-back inhibitor of SOCs and of the endoplasmic reticulum (Ca(2+)+Mg2+)-ATPases (SERCAs), and on the concepts (developed previously by others) of a subplasmalemmal space and the directed flow of Ca2+ through SOCs into the lumen of the ER and from there to the deep cytoplasmic space. The way in which the hypothesis might explain the actions of agonists (acting via inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate) and thapsigargin (an inhibitor of SERCAs) in activating SOCs under physiological conditions is described. The proposed involvement of thapsigargin-insensitive SERCAs, and possible limitations of the hypothesis are discussed.